
Chapter 20
Changes in Attitudes Towards Textbook
Task Modification Using Confrontation
of Complexity in a Collaborative Inquiry:
Two Case Studies

Kyeong-Hwa Lee

Abstract This study examined how two middle school mathematics teachers
changed from being reluctant to modify tasks in mathematics textbooks to having
positive attitudes about textbook task modification. In order to successfully coor-
dinate a curriculum revision with the textbooks they use, mathematics teachers need
to be able to use their in-depth understanding of the intentions of both the revision
and textbooks to modify and implement tasks appropriately. The two middle school
teachers’ cases in this study showed that it is possible to change teachers’ negative
attitudes about modifying tasks in mathematics textbooks if they explicitly
understand the complexity in mathematics teaching and go through a sequence of
activities that help them understand the revised curriculum in detail, interpret and
modify textbook tasks, and implement the modified tasks and reflect on their
implementation.
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20.1 Introduction

Teacher researcher- or teacher-led inquiry communities have been increasingly
viewed as promising for professional growth and development of theory and
practice in mathematics education (Lin and Cooney 2001; Dowling 2013; Jaworski
2003; Slavit and Nelson 2010; Robutti et al. 2016; Goodchild 2008; Goodchild
et al. 2013). Researchers have reported that teachers both deepen content knowl-
edge and pedagogical knowledge by learning ways of teaching and develop their
understanding of how to facilitate students’ conceptual understanding through
collaborative work with their colleagues and researchers (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2012;
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Cooper et al. 2006). However, with the popularity of community approaches, pit-
falls have also arisen such as limited local school resources, shortages of qualified
teachers in distressed areas, and stress related to performance on high stakes testing
(Ledoux and McHenry 2008). In addition, a number of tensions produced from the
complex nature of relationships among members in communities have suggested
that one cannot be purely optimistic about such collaborative work (Martin et al.
2011). Therefore, there is a need to unpack the tensions and complexities involved
in community approaches along with the learning opportunities among teachers and
researchers by recognizing the genuine perspectives and needs of teachers (Schwarz
2001).

Textbook modification is a common procedure used in collaborative approaches
by teachers and researchers for professional development (Bao and Stephens 2013;
Boston and Smith 2011; Zaslavsky 1995). Through textbook modification, teachers
can learn how to redesign textbook tasks and how to teach mathematics differently.
In order to successfully coordinate a curriculum revision with the textbooks they
use, mathematics teachers need to be able to use their in-depth understanding of the
intentions of both the revision and textbooks in order to modify and implement
tasks appropriately. However, studies have shown that a number of mathematics
teachers merely follow textbooks as they are written (Manouchehri and Goodman
1998; Choe and Hwang 2004, 2005). A deeper understanding is needed of the
reason that mathematics teachers place textbooks in a rather fixed position of high
authority. Professional development programs giving opportunities for teachers to
reflect on this passiveness towards textbook modification may help teachers to
consider textbooks to be a type of curriculum material that can be evaluated,
interpreted, and redesigned prior to and during lessons (Drake and Sherin 2006;
Lloyd 1999; Remillard 2005). In this study, teachers were invited to co-learning
activities with the researcher that focused on textbook task modification (TTM) for
professional development. Although the community was initiated by the researcher,
the teachers participated voluntarily in the whole collaboration and all members had
equal status (Hospesovà et al. 2006). To recognize the teachers’ genuine perspec-
tives on and needs for TTM, teacher narrative analysis was used. This article will
describe and discuss why and how two middle school mathematics teachers who
participated and had a voice in all phases of the research process (Sullivan et al.
2012; Goodchild 2008; Jaworski 2003) changed their initial attitudes about mod-
ifying tasks in mathematics textbooks from negative to positive.

20.2 Learning by Collaborative Work on TTM

A professional learning community (PLC) of teachers and educators facilitates
teacher and researcher learning through collaboration, conversation, and inquiry
(Jaworski 2003; Goodchild et al. 2013). The ways in which the participants in a
PLC interact is closely linked to the roles they play within the community (Robutti
et al. 2016). The three elements of practice—engagement, imagination, and
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alignment of participant—can be employed as essential norms in a PLC (Jaworski
2003) for lesson study. Firstly, members of a community can be engaged in the
activities of analyzing and modifying textbook tasks and applying and reflecting on
the modified tasks (Bao and Stephens 2013; Boston and Smith 2011; Coe et al.
2010). The purpose of analyzing textbook tasks is to gain insights into their
intended mathematical and pedagogical meaning through revealing specific learn-
ing goals and making distinctions between task features, such as context-based and
open-ended tasks (Sullivan et al. 2012). In addition, predicting student miscon-
ceptions and errors can be done at this stage. Finally, possible dimensions and
possible ranges of variation (Watson and Mason 2006) of concepts, procedures, or
representations embedded implicitly or explicitly in tasks can be described using
task analysis. Based on these detailed analyses, we move to the modification stage,
in which we make judgments on modifications in detail. We prepare supplementary
tasks to help those students who cannot begin the given task or those who complete
tasks in a very short time. Applying this stage includes not only implementation of
modified tasks but also improvisational adaptation of tasks based on in-the-moment
decisions in reaction to students’ responses.

Secondly, imagination, which requires participants in the community to disen-
gage by moving back and looking at the engagement through the eyes of an
outsider (Wenger 1998, p. 185), can be considered in collaborative work between
teachers and researchers. In order to take a step back and look at the big picture of
teachers’ engagement related to textbook task use, understanding teachers’ per-
spectives by asking the following questions is useful. Why do you think teachers
should analyze textbook tasks? What does it mean to analyze? What are the criteria
and methods for analyzing? What was the most important thing you learned from
the experience of analysis? Have you had any experience in modifying textbook
tasks? When, why, and how did you do any modification? How did you understand
the results of implementing modified tasks? What were your main concerns both
when you were modifying textbook tasks and after you implemented the modified
tasks? What was the most important thing you learned from the experience of
modifying and implementing the tasks?

When answering the above questions, teachers can regard themselves as subjects
who interpret and modify textbook tasks (Remillard 2005) and not as subjects who
use textbook tasks with few or no modifications. The above questions are to recall
and describe teachers’ perceptions of the complexity of textbook use in their
everyday classrooms. Teachers’ answers to these questions may be represented as a
map showing key issues and concerns; this will be called a complexity map in this
study. A complexity map is defined as a diagram that is made using teachers’
answers to the above questions and teachers’ perceptions of complexity in textbook
use. A complexity map is an ongoing process that makes it possible to examine
teachers’ concerns and understand the indirect effects that influence the direction
and degree of task modification and implementation. In other words, a complexity
map can be a communication tool that teachers initiate or lead the creation of that
represents various components and the relationships among those components that
teachers have perceived while they were analyzing, modifying, and implementing
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textbook tasks. A complexity map by an individual teacher can reveal a part of a
subjective scheme, a kind of mental framework by which objectively given struc-
tures of information such as tasks and narratives in textbooks are understood and
interpreted (Otte 1986). A complexity map may vary with respect to educational
environments, teaching cultures, and value systems. Mathematical emphasis,
referring to the mathematics knowledge and practices that are valued (Remillard
et al. 2014, p. 739), may differ among teachers who have different perceptions of
the complexities in textbook use (Ben-Peretz 1990; Heaton 2000; Sherin and Drake
2009). Furthermore, teachers’ different complexity maps may have different
influences on students’ learning opportunities (Schmidt 2007; Valverde et al. 2002;
Grouws and Smith 2000; Stein et al. 2007).

By constructing a complexity map as a communication tool in collaborative
works, critical alignment (Goodchild et al. 2013) can be pursued. Teachers and
researchers can create a special synergy by means of critical alignment mediated by
complexity maps as suggested in Goodchild et al. (2013). One possible aim for both
teachers and researchers in a PLC for textbook modification can be engagement of
students in mathematics learning by modifying textbook tasks. The other possibility
is doing research and drawing implications on textbook task use in classrooms.
Teacher-researcher collaboration to achieve these aims can be facilitated by critical
alignment between both participants. Complexity maps can be viewed as a set of
problems to be solved or set of constraints to be overcome by collaborative treat-
ments. We can see a complexity map as a window to look at practices from
teachers’ perspectives. Using a complexity map, we can invite teachers to reflect on
their current practices and to highlight partial or general complexity when con-
sidering TTMs. If critical alignment between practice- and research-based aware-
ness in teaching with textbook tasks can be developed and rooted in the learning
community, then knowledge can grow in practice.

20.3 Mathematics Curriculum and Mathematics
Textbooks in Korea

The place that curriculum and textbooks take in mathematics education can vary
from country to country. In the Korean context, the curriculum and textbooks are
regarded as having high authority by teachers, parents, and students. The mathe-
matics curriculum in Korea is developed by a committee that is sanctioned at the
national level. Mathematics curriculum reform has been conducted based on dis-
cussions about the objectives, content, and methods of mathematics education.
When this study was conducted, we used the curriculum that was revised in 2009
(Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology [MEST] 2009). In the 2009
Curriculum, mathematical problem solving, communication, and reasoning were
considered to be crucial process standards for nurturing mathematical creativity,
and it was strongly recommended that these three aspects be realized in teaching
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and learning (MEST 2009). In addition, the 2009 Curriculum suggested finding and
exploring real-life contexts that are familiar to students and accepting student
intuition and an informal approach. The 2009 Curriculum’s structure has five
sections: characteristics, objectives, content, teaching and learning methods, and
evaluation. In the characteristics section, school mathematics is described as a
subject that deals with mathematical concepts, principles, and rules to be explored
in various contexts; develops logical thinking; cultivates the ability to observe and
interpret various phenomena; and develops an understanding of how to use various
methods to solve problems. MEST (2009) puts particular emphasis on the devel-
opment of mathematical literacy:

The in-depth understanding and application of mathematical concepts, including
problem-solving ability, are essential in learning diverse content successfully and are also
necessary to increase one’s skills and ability to solve problems as a democratic citizen.
Moreover, mathematical knowledge and thinking methods act as an intellectual driving
force in the development of human civilization and are necessary in the rapidly changing
information-based society. (p. 5)

The objectives for the three school levels, primary, middle, and high school, are
set by integrating perspectives from relevant research studies as well as the aims
and the requests of the noosphere (Chevallard and Bosch 2014). For example, the
objective for middle school mathematics is

to obtain the basic knowledge and understand the functions of mathematics, to cultivate the
ability to think mathematically and communicate in order to create practical solutions to
social and natural phenomena and problems, and to cultivate a positive attitude toward
mathematics. (MEST 2009, pp. 8–9)

Even terms and notations that should be included in textbooks and lessons are
presented in the curriculum. In addition to teaching and learning methods, rec-
ommendations for didactic transposition of content are presented. For example, in
the functions section for seventh grade, the following recommendations are
included: (a) Use a daily-life context where one quantity changes as another
quantity changes and (b) teach the concept of functions at an intuitive level. In the
evaluation section, a great deal of emphasis is put on conducting assessments in
order to provide useful cognitive and definitive suggestions that can help students’
learning and well-rounded development and improve teaching practices.
Considering the level of students’ mathematical knowledge is also explicitly
mentioned, and abiding by the content presented in the curriculum documents is
suggested. A variety of types of evaluation, such as formative and summative
evaluations, is suggested as well. This systematically organized intended curricu-
lum influences Korean mathematics textbook development and mathematics
teaching in classrooms.

Textbook writers make an effort to realize the reform ideas prescribed in the
curriculum by following its terms and the notations, instructions for teaching
specific content areas, and aspects to be emphasized in evaluation. In general,
Korean textbooks are written based on thorough interpretation of the content, the
teaching and learning methods, and the evaluation policies in the intended
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curriculum. Therefore, even though there are various kinds of secondary school
textbooks in Korea, they have a lot in common in many aspects. The coverage and
the depth of content areas, teaching and learning strategies, and assessment systems
in textbooks are almost the same. Therefore, studies have shown that it is very
natural for teachers follow the national curriculum and their textbooks in planning
lessons (Choe and Hwang 2004, 2005). Teachers’ tendency to follow the intended
curriculum explains the difficulty of opening a discussion on the necessity of TTM
in professional development programs about TTM. In this study, making each
mathematics teacher’s complexity perception explicit is used as a strategy to open a
discussion on the necessity of TTM.

20.4 Research Context

As a large part of research project, 88 middle school mathematics teachers first
participated in a six-hour professional development program on textbook-task use.
Seventeen of these teachers then voluntarily participated in a second professional
development program on TTM that lasted eight months. At the beginning of this
advanced professional development program, a survey was administered to
examine the teachers’ experiences with and attitudes toward TTM where they were
asked to choose between three items: (1) I have experience with modifying text-
book tasks, (2) I am not willing to modify textbook tasks, and (3) I want to learn
more about modifying textbook tasks if there is any follow-up program. Based on
the survey results, two teachers who had experienced TTM but had negative atti-
tudes toward it were selected for the purpose of this study in order to examine why
these teachers had negative attitudes toward TTM, the reasons behind their negative
attitudes, and why and how they changed their perspective on TTM over time. The
two teachers, Euna and Miyeong, were both female. Euna was in her early 30s and
had six years of teaching experience but did not have any textbook-writing expe-
rience. She taught a seventh grade class consisting of approximately 34 students at a
large, low-achieving public middle school for boys located in a large metropolitan
city. The other teacher, Miyeong, was in her mid-40s, had 17 years of teaching
experience, and had textbook-writing experience. Miyeong taught an eighth grade
class of approximately 33 students at a large, low-achieving public school for boys
and girls located in a large metropolitan city. Miyeong was widely recognized as an
expert teacher and was actively involved in enhancing students’ interest in
mathematics.

The data were collected in three ways: teachers’ narratives, which were used to
get insights about their perceptions and beliefs (Connelly and Clandinin 1990;
Schwarz 2001); discussions; and classroom observations of their mathematics
classrooms. First, teachers were asked to write free narratives on the following
topics: previous TTM experiences; a brief explanation about why they were not
willing to do TTM; key roles, affordances, and constraints of textbook tasks;
complexities in task use, teaching, and learning; tensions and dilemmas experienced
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in teaching and participating in PD programs; and what they learned from TTM and
its implementation. Teachers’ narratives were used in discussion meetings as
prompts. Discussion meetings were conducted 12 times from March to October.
After selecting key issues to be discussed in these meetings, the meetings were
facilitated to discuss the issues systematically. Another source of data was class-
room observation. Euna’s four lessons, where the topics were the concept of a
function, graphs of functions, and applications of functions, were observed.
Miyeong’s five lessons, where the topics were events, relative frequency, the
concept of probability, and probability calculation, were also observed.

20.5 Findings

The relationships between teachers and the curriculum seem to be relatively simple
in the Korean mathematics education context, as mentioned in the earlier section. In
particular, the two teachers, Euna and Miyeong, clearly presented their negative
attitude to TTM in the beginning. The reasons for their prior thoughts on TTM will
be reported first. Then, how complexity maps showing the teachers’ recognition of
their practices were drawn and utilized over PLC meetings will be described. The
significant tensions and challenges faced by the teachers and how the teachers
changed their attitudes to TTM can provide interesting insights into the ways in
which the teachers incorporated the reform principles prescribed in the revised
curriculum into their teaching practices.

20.5.1 Rationales for Negative Attitudes Toward TTM

Both teachers in this study had negative attitudes toward TTM at the beginning of
the PLC activity. Their participation in the prior workshop for six hours and their
volunteering to participate in the PLC meetings for eight months showed that they
did not just blindly follow textbooks and that they were at least somewhat interested
in TTM. Euna viewed textbooks as effective tools for teaching mathematics, a view
similar to those of the teachers in Choe and Hwang’s studies (2004, 2005). She used
textbooks without modifications because she felt that textbook tasks (a) are effective
in deepening students’ mathematical understanding, (b) are systematically
sequenced and have appropriate scope, and (c) reflect new visions and recent
research trends in the mathematics curriculum and teaching and learning of
mathematics. Her positive evaluation of textbooks can be attributed to her trust in
the process of textbook development and its authors in Korea. In describing her
trust in textbooks, she said:

Textbooks are usually written by a team of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and
experienced mathematics teachers. They must incorporate new visions, appropriate content,
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and new teaching and thinking methods into the textbook they are writing. Why not follow
the textbook? It is an optimal solution [emphasis added] for teaching and learning math-
ematics in our environment.

The idea of optimal solution that Euna described is closely related to the way of
organizing content in Korean mathematics textbooks. Korean mathematics text-
books are structured in a deductive way in the sense that their basic structure starts
with the definition and ends with its application via some explanations, with worked
out examples and drills in the meantime. Before the body of the content begins, an
interesting opening is provided that gives a context in which the learning content
can be related to what students are familiar with.

In summary, Euna’s negative attitudes toward TTM can be attributed to her
satisfaction with current textbooks and her belief that it is more effective to follow
textbooks. The dilemma Euna faced is associated with her perception of
unchanging practices with the revised curriculum. For her, an optimal solution has
nothing to do with the newly emphasized competences such as communication,
reasoning, and problem solving. She was invited to reconsider what would be
optimal for her interpretations and implementations of textbook tasks in order to
find another optimal solution.

Similar to Euna, Miyeong also trusted textbooks. However, she provided dif-
ferent reasons for her negative attitudes toward TTM. Having 17 years of teaching
experience, she was widely recognized as an expert teacher. Being sensitive to
curriculum revisions, she fully understood what had been revised in the curriculum.
She had rich experience with modifying textbook tasks. Despite all of this, she was
reluctant to modify textbook tasks because she thought that it was much easier to
design new tasks rather than modify the existing tasks in textbooks:

There is a saying that “revolution is easier than reform.” Likewise, I prefer to design new
tasks instead of TTM. I am free to use various contexts and knowledge from a variety of
fields such as film, travel, finance, and history when designing new tasks. However, this
only applies to extra classes, such as work done after finishing units or after-school pro-
grams, but not to regular classes. TTM is not easy to implement because we need to cover
the limited range of concepts and procedures that are contained in the curriculum. If the
advantages of TTM for teaching specific content in the curriculum are clear, it would be
okay.

Even if textbook tasks were to be modified, it would be important for Miyeong
to maintain the original learning goals and content as intended in the textbooks;
however, it was difficult to create learning opportunities that were better than the
textbook tasks. The reason for this limitation was that she was concerned with being
able to attain the original learning goal and was sensitive to potential changes to
what can be learned using modified tasks. The rationale behind her negative atti-
tudes toward TTM included: (a) TTM does not guarantee good learning and
teaching and (b) TTM is a challenging and risky job. While explaining that TTM is
a challenging and risky job, Miyeong mentioned cases where the main focus of
instruction is on non-mathematical issues, for example, cases that mainly focus on
students’ interests.
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It is noteworthy that both teachers had negative attitudes toward TTM because
they trusted textbooks more than their unsuccessful TTM. The rationales behind the
teachers’ negative attitudes toward TTM show that one should not interpret merely
following textbooks as a signal of teachers’ resistance to being independent of
textbook use. Instead, teachers’ resistance to TTM can be viewed as their faithful
implementation of the curriculum. Having identified the fact that the two teachers
greatly value faithful implementation of curriculum, we naturally moved to discuss
the complexities faced by the teachers and were able to draw complexity maps.

20.5.2 Complexities Perceived by the Two Teachers

Faithful implementation of the curriculum has proved challenging, since the
mathematical emphases and pedagogical approaches included in the curriculum
materials are difficult to carry out (Lloyd 1999; Remillard 2005). Moreover, Korean
mathematics teachers are under intense pressure to raise or maintain students’ test
scores while at the same time realizing the reform ideas described in the curriculum
documents (Lee 2010; Park 2004). Although reasonable rationales for their negative
attitude to TTM were discussed, the two teachers recognized the necessity of TTM,
which led them to volunteer to participate in the PLC on TTM. The initial com-
plexity maps were constructed based on the teachers’ perceptions about complexity
in teaching. Among various fragmentary components, those that were perceived
first became the discussion topics and were reflected in the initial complexity maps.
For example, Euna expressed her uncomfortable feeling about the fact that some
students did their homework from cram schools during mathematics classes or
independent study time. It was also difficult for her to see that her students’ parents
mainly focused on their children’s test scores. These issues came out in Euna’s
narratives and during discussion meetings and were reflected in her initial com-
plexity map. In her narratives and PLC meetings, Miyeong focused more on
potential mathematical meanings and the structures of particular concepts that
should be highlighted in her classes. The two teachers’ perceptions about com-
plexity in their teaching practices were different, which might explain their different
understandings of the challenges and dilemmas of TTM (Leder et al. 2006; Goldin
et al. 2011; Gates 2006).

Table 20.1 shows the categories of the types of complexity that Euna and
Miyeong initially perceived: student-related complexity (SRC),
mathematics-related complexity (MRC), and external complexity (EC). Several
differences in their experiences, including teaching experience and experience with
writing textbooks, could be connected to the difference in the initial complexity that
each teacher perceived. Miyeong was able to recognize the complexities in her
implementation well and competently explain each complexity. On the other hand,
Euna’s order of priorities was EC, SRC, and MRC, and she rarely recognized the
relationship among the complexities. Unlike Miyeong, Euna expressed difficulties
with teaching mathematics and spent a considerable amount of time expressing
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such difficulties as complexities and making the connection to task modification.
Before Euna discussed issues with Miyeong, Euna was not sure how to reflect some
of the complexities in TTM. For instance, regarding the issue of cram schools, Euna
was very concerned about the interruptions made by students who attended cram
schools but did not come up with specific solutions, whereas Miyeong identified the
issue of cram schools as “bad habits in learning mathematics.” This indicates that
cooperation with colleagues, particularly with more experienced teachers, is
important in developing mathematics teachers’ expertise, as previous research has
evidenced (Garet et al. 2001; Desimone et al. 2002).

Euna frequently mentioned cram schools, which she identified as one of the
external complexities. Considering that approximately 30% of her students attended
cram schools and learned content in advance, Euna had difficulty in designing tasks
and planning lessons for those students.

One thing I never feel easy about is the interruption made by the students who go to cram
schools. They already know the content before I teach it. If these students dominate the
dialogue among students by employing the mathematics concepts that are considered the
learning goal, then other students lose learning opportunities. Inquiry-based learning is not
easily pursued in this situation.

Teaching was also very complex for Euna because parents were very interested
in and passionate about their children’s education, and they tended to evaluate and
supervise her teaching. Among SRCs, Euna mentioned the range in students’
achievement levels most frequently. As curriculum revision had been conducted so
frequently, Euna felt the pressure to change things in her practice. This indicates
that she was trying to understand the revised curriculum and reflect it in her
practice. Another MRC is evaluation. Assessment-focused mathematics education
has been characterized as one of the main features of mathematics education in East

Table 20.1 Initial complexities that Euna and Miyeong individually perceived

Type of complexity Complexities Euna initially
perceived

Complexities Miyeong initially
perceived

Student related (SRC) • A wide range of achievement
• Negative attitude
• Passive attitude

• A wide range of achievement
• Negative attitude
• Changing students
• Bad habits in learning
mathematics

• Learning anxiety pressure

Mathematics related
(MRC)

• Frequently changed
curriculum

• Assessment

• Unfamiliar terminology
• Hierarchy of mathematics
• Abstract mathematics
• Not differentiated curriculum
• Assessment

External (EC) • Cram schools
• High level of parents’
enthusiasm

• Large class size

• Cram schools
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Asia (e.g., Park 2004; Leung 2001), and Euna was also very concerned about
preparing students for assessments while teaching. She commented that she taught
in ways that “emphasized the content and form of knowledge reflected in assess-
ments but did not focus as much on knowledge that would not be assessed.” This
may have influenced her task designing and lesson planning, which made her
teaching complex. Miyeong had more factors related to MRC.

For Miyeong, teaching was complex because of issues involving the nature of
mathematics, such as “the hierarchy of mathematics” and “abstract mathematics.”
Other factors such as “unfamiliar terminology,” “not differentiated curriculum,” and
“assessment” were complexities related to the limitations of school mathematics. In
terms of SRC, beyond “a wide range of achievement” and “negative attitudes
(toward mathematics and mathematics learning)” that Euna perceived, Miyeong
thought that the complexity was attributed to “different students,” “bad habits in
learning mathematics,” and “learning anxiety or pressure.” Among these, Miyeong
provided the following explanation for “different students”:

We never have the same students; on the contrary, teachers need to be prepared to satisfy
new students every year. The students I have this year are quite different from those I taught
last year. Hence, I had to learn what and how they learned and can learn in my classes day
by day. I had to develop how to teach mathematics in many ways.

The changes in the cognitive aspects of students mentioned above were not the
only difficulties Miyeong experienced. She said in the later discussion that she had
difficulties with task design and lesson planning in terms of students’ different
dispositions and attitudes toward mathematics. For instance, she said that “students
in the past waited quietly, but students nowadays do not wait at all, so it is difficult
to include problems that require in-depth investigation from the students.” When
Miyeong explained about “bad habits in learning,” she associated it with cram
schools and assessment. For example:

Many students seek recipes for solving problems with the goal of getting high scores on the
tests. Thus, creating tasks that do a good job of enhancing the students’ learning is very
important. Otherwise, students may develop bad habits, such as depending on strange
recipes without understanding the necessary mathematics behind them. Cram schools are
places where students learn such irrelevant strategies. I have tried to tackle this issue in
different ways, but it is not easy to resolve.

Whenever Miyeong referred to “bad habits in learning,” Euna thought that this
was related to her EC and agreed with Miyeong. For example, Euna said, “Right, I
had students who bragged about weird methods learned from cram schools, but I
could understand them,” and emphasized the interruptions made by these students.

Even though the initial complexity maps were not clear in meaning, they played
roles in forming discourses between the teachers and the researcher about practices.
It was especially helpful for me as a researcher to understand the teachers’ cir-
cumstances and the practices they used in teaching mathematics. This was effective
in decreasing the asymmetry between the teachers and the researcher that is gen-
erally caused by the researcher presenting certain theories or results of previous
studies (Goodchild 2008) and achieving equal status between practitioners and
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theorists (Hospesovà et al. 2006). Discussions that were dominated by discourses
initiated by the teachers rather than by the researcher led to teachers having greater
curiosity about theories and previous studies. For example, there were many dis-
cussions led by Miyeong about abstraction in mathematics and the structure of
mathematical knowledge, and at the end of these discussions, the teachers asked
questions about mathematics teaching-learning theory and related research results.

Although teachers did not reach a level where they were finding and discussing
theories and research results themselves, they tended to appreciate each component
in a complexity map from a theoretical standpoint as they related them to TTM.
They also tried to understand the relationships between various components in the
complexity map. In addition, teachers attempted to connect what they understood
from various research results to analyzing and modifying textbook tasks. These
collaborative activities led teachers to deepen complexities of teaching and to utilize
complexity maps as a tool to form a productive discourse that can be helpful in
analyzing and modifying textbook tasks. It provided teachers with opportunities to
take some theoretical perspectives into consideration for resolving their teaching
dilemmas. Gradually, the two teachers began to play researcher roles in the sense
that they contributed to the elaboration of some research questions to be examined
using implementations of their own TTMs. The two teachers became deeply
involved in the collaborative inquiry, which resulted in the development of pro-
found content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (Jaworski 2007;
Darling-Hammond and Richardson 2009).

It is worth mentioning that the two teachers found the necessity for and ways of
implementing TTM after a few discussions about their complexity maps. They
started talking about their unsuccessful TTM experiences and tried to see those
from a distance in order to link them to a particular theoretical perspective that
would give them ideas for improvements. By introducing relevant studies, the
teachers could relate to their previous experiences with TTM and the researcher
identified potential research questions to collaboratively tackle in the later stages. In
the meantime, the teachers determined the affordances and constraints of textbook
tasks they wanted to highlight or overcome in the classroom. For example, Euna
said,

Textbook tasks are ideal for average or low-achieving students because they introduce the
standard method. They specify the detailed steps, so I do not need to provide any extra
explanation. However, they are limited in that they do not consider that various students are
at different achievement levels. I can try TTM when targeting students from different
achievement levels.

She further tried to find the affordances and constraints of textbook tasks based
on her perception of the instructional reality (Zhao et al. 2006):

Textbook tasks are too simple and stereotyped to deepen conceptual understanding. As
many students use the secret recipes, they think that they are good at mathematics as long as
they are dealing with textbook tasks. I would like to design tasks that cannot be solved by
their methods but provide rich conceptual understanding.
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Both teachers emphasized that it was a very meaningful experience to develop
expertise while considering a complexity map and analyzing textbook tasks.
Opportunities to discuss the initial complexities that each teacher perceived, to
share teaching practices, and to analyze the affordances and constraints of textbook
tasks served to develop expertise for both teachers. This is evidence of closing the
gap between theory and practice in mathematics teaching and learning based on
teacher-researcher collaborations. In the end, all members in the PLC constructed a
shared complexity map to tackle five core questions (see Fig. 20.1):

Q1. How can we consider a wide range of student achievement?
Q2. How can we consider students’ negative and passive attitudes towards math-

ematics and mathematics learning?
Q3. How can we change students’ bad learning habits using TTM?
Q4. How can we enhance conceptual understanding with procedural fluency using

TTM?
Q5. How can we engage students in creative and critical thinking using TTM?

20.5.3 Two Teachers’ Use of the Shared Complexity Map
in the TTM Process

Euna tried TTM on 109 tasks. Of the 109 modified tasks, 35 (about 32%) had a
cognitive level higher than the original tasks, 66 (about 61%) maintained the same
cognitive level as the original tasks, and 8 (about 7%) had a lower cognitive level
than the original tasks. Euna was developing a sensibility about changes in the
cognitive demands of a task by implementing TTM over time. Her main focus was
to increase the participation of various students, especially those with low
achievement. This became a turning point for her and helped her become more
active in implementing TTM.

Fig. 20.1 The shared
complexity map
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I will never forget the moment when I discovered Sucheol working very hard on a task I
was able to offer him using TTM. He used to be like a ghost in the previous classes. At this
moment, however, he was so visible to everyone, including me. I was like, like… I cannot
express the emotion I felt at that moment. It was one of the best moments in my teaching
career. Since then, I have had no doubt about the value of TTM.

Euna’s TTM process included considering SRC explicitly and implementing it
first and then implicitly and indirectly considering EC and MRC (see Fig. 20.2).

Miyeong modified 43 textbook tasks using the process of first modifying the task
herself and then doing a second modification after a discussion. Miyeong addi-
tionally modified 74 textbook tasks by herself without discussion. Of the 117
modified tasks, 82 (about 70%) had higher cognitive demands than the originals, 26
(about 22%) maintained the original cognitive demands, and 9 (about 8%) had
lower cognitive demands than the originals. Miyeong was very sensitive to the
changes of cognitive demands of tasks at the beginning of TTM. Unlike Euna, who
focused on SRC, Miyeong mainly considered MRC, consequently increasing the
cognitive demands of the tasks beyond those in the textbook. Euna consistently
identified SRC, but Miyeong first considered MRC and made opportunities for
low-achieving students to participate if possible. Miyeong’s turning point in cul-
tivating a positive attitude toward TTM was quite different from Euna’s:

It was quite striking for me to see doubtful contexts or prompts included in textbook tasks.
For example, the warm-up task for teaching probability using a 14-faced die was far from
the fundamental idea of experimental probability. The first prompt was rolling the die 20
times, which is irrelevant to the meaning of experimental probability. Doing this may
provide an opportunity to think about the “law of large number,” but that is not the focus in
this unit. Suddenly I felt embarrassed, as I did not consider that ever before and just asked
students to complete the table. Why that kind of prompt was there without proper intent and
why did I just follow it? Why wasn’t I aware of it?

Miyeong’s TTM process included considering MRC first and then SRC while
explicitly considering EC. Figure 20.3 illustrates this process and its dynamics.

Fig. 20.2 Euna’s TTM process and dynamics in the shared complexity map
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20.6 Conclusion

Unlike what has been shown in previous studies (e.g., Drake and Sherin 2006), the
two middle school teachers in this study trusted the contents and structure of
MEST-authorized mathematics textbooks rather than having been influenced by the
way they learned and experienced mathematics when they were students. The
teachers were concerned that TTM itself did not promote effective lessons or reform
lessons and that it would sometimes result in bad modifications that were worse
than textbook tasks. In order to successfully coordinate the revised curriculum with
the textbooks they use, mathematics teachers need to be able use their in-depth
understanding of the intentions of both the revision and textbooks in order to
modify and implement tasks appropriately. The two middle school teachers’ cases
in this study showed that it is difficult to change teachers’ passive attitudes about
modifying tasks in mathematics textbooks unless they go through a sequence of
activities that help them understand the revised curriculum in detail, interpret and
modify textbook tasks, and implement the modified tasks and reflect on their
implementation.

Instead of making teachers learn theoretical concepts or the results of previous
studies that are provided to them by a researcher, this study progressed by
encouraging the teachers to verbalize the complexities they perceived, recognize
them as problems, and find solutions through modifying textbook tasks. This
process was very challenging because the teachers and the researcher sometimes
either had different meanings for the same terms or used ambiguous terms. Over
time, however, examining the complexity became helpful in clarifying the common
goal of modifying tasks for effective instruction and finding their implementation
strategies. This shows that mathematics teachers can play an active and key role in
constructing and operating a learning community with other mathematics teachers.
In other words, the use of a complexity map played a significant role in critical
alignment of the intent and the implementation of class using the modified textbook
tasks, as shown by Goodchild et al. (2013).

Fig. 20.3 Miyeong’s TTM process and dynamics in the shared complexity map
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From their experiences with modifying textbook tasks, implementing modified
tasks, and then reflecting on what they had done, mathematics teachers had an
opportunity to understand the essence of school mathematics deeply. In this study, I
did not focus on the development of the teachers’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching specifically. However, from the discussions about modifying the tasks and
the actual modification, I was able to gain evidence of substantial development.
This should be closely examined in future studies. In this study, the focus was on
changing mathematics teachers’ prejudices about task modification, especially their
absolute trust in textbook tasks. Teachers learned that it is necessary to modify
textbook tasks according to situations that they face, even though the textbook tasks
were developed based on previous studies. Moreover, when they implemented
modified tasks in their class, they learned how to observe whether they were helpful
in revealing the essence of school mathematics and whether the lesson was facil-
itated efficiently. The two teachers in this study mentioned that for a long time they
had recognized the importance of reflecting on lessons, but they did not know what
aspects of lessons should be reflected upon or how to reflect. They stated that
through participating in this professional development program, they had learned
why they should think about the textbook tasks when they prepared lessons, how
and in what ways they could modify the tasks, how to observe when they imple-
ment the modified tasks in class, and how they could draw improvement ideas for
the next class. The professional development in this study changed the asymmetric
discourse structure between teachers and researcher to a symmetric one that was
different in quality from ones that add several theories or results of studies to the
teachers’ previous perspective. This kind of professional development is significant
since it has transformative potential (Price 2001), in that teachers can continue to
reflect and improve their reality for themselves.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and
indicate if changes were made.
The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative

Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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